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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

A network administrator wants to receive a major alarm every time a controller or an Aruba switch goes down for either
a local or an upstream device failure. Which alarm definition must the network administrator create to accomplish this? 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 2

An Aruba WiFi solution for a football stadium includes 2500 APs, two Mobility Masters (MM), and eight Mobility
Controllers (MCs). Key requirements are seamless roaming and even distribution of APs and clients, even during a MC
failure. Which MC\\'s deployment option offers seamless roaming, and even AP client distribution among all MCs before
and after a MC failure? 

A. a two-member HA group in dual mode 

B. an eight-member L2-connected cluster 

C. two four-member L2-connected clusters 

D. an eight-member HA group in dual mode 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

A joint venture between two companies results in a fully functional WLAN Aruba solution. The network administrator
uses the following script to integrate the WLAN solution with two radius servers, radius1 and radius2. 

While all users authenticate with username@domainname.com type of credentials, radius1 has user accounts with the
domain name portion. Which additional configuration is required to authenticate corp1.com users with radius1 and corp2
users with radius2? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibits. Exhibit 1 
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Exhibit 2 

A network administrator integrates a current Mobility Master (MM) - Mobility Controller (MC) deployment with a RADIUS
server to authenticate a wireless user, the network administrator realizes that the client machine is not failing into the
it_department role, as shown the exhibits. 

Which configuration is required to map the users into the proper role, based on standard attributes returned by the
RADIUS server in the Access Accept message? 

A. aaa server-group Corp-Network set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value it_department 

B. aaa server-group Corp-employee set role condition Filter-Id value-of 

C. aaa server-group Corp-employee set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value it_department 

D. aaa server-group ClearPass set role condition Filter-Id equals it_department set-value it-role 

E. aaa server-group Corp-Network set role condition Filter-Id equals it_department set-value it-role 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator wants to allow contractors to access the WLAN named EmployeesNet. In order to restrict
network access, the network administrator wants to assign this category of users to the contractor user role. To do this,
the 

network administrator configures ClearPass in a way that it returns the Aruba-User-Role with the contractor value. 

When testing the solution, the network administrator receives the wrong role. 

What should the network administrator do to assign the contractor role to contractor users without affecting any other
role assignment? 

A. Check the Download role from the CPPM option in the AAA profile. 

B. Set contractor as the default role in the AAA profile. 

C. Create Contractor firewall role in the M. 

D. Create server deviation rules in the server group. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/ClearPass/6.7/Aruba_DeployGd_HTML/Content/Aruba%20Contro
ller%20Configuration/AAA_profile_adding.htm 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 
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After deploying several cluster pairs, the network administrator notices that all APs assigned to Cluster1 communicate
with MC1 instead of being distributed between members of the cluster. Also, no IP addresses are shown under the
Standby IP column. 

What should the network administrator do to fix this situation? 

A. Apply the same cluster profile to both members. 

B. Enable Cluster AP load balancing. 

C. Rename the cluster profile as "CLUSTER1". 

D. Place MCs at the same hierarchical group level. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A network administrator has racked up a 7210 Mobility Controller (MC) that will be terminating 200+ Aps on a medium-
size branch office. Next, the technician cabled the appliance with 4SPF+ Direct Attached Cables (DACs) distributed
between two-member switching stack and powered it up. 

What must the administrator do next in the MCs to assure maximum wired bandwidth utilization? 

A. Map the four physical ports to port channel 0. 

B. Disable spanning tree and allocate unique VLANs to each port. 

C. Manually set 10Gbps speeds on all ports. 
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D. Configure the same MSTP region that the switches have. 

E. Make all ports trunk interfaces and permit data VLANs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A network administrator has updated the ArubaOS code of a standalone Mobility Controller (MC) that is used for User-
Based Tunneling (UBT) to a newer early release. Ever since the MC seems to reject PAPI sessions from the switch with
the 10.1.10.10 IP address. Also the controller\\'s prompt is now followed by a star mark: "(MC_VA) [mynode] *#" 

When opening a support ticket, an Aruba TAC engineer asks the administrator to gather the crash logs and if possible
replicate UBT connection attempts from the switch while running packet captures of PAPI traffic on the controller and
obtain the PCAP files. The administrator has a PC with Wireshark and TFTP server using the 10.0.20.20 IP address. 

What commands must the administrator issue to accomplish these requests? (Choose two.) 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BE 
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QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator has recently enabled WMM on the VAP\\'s SSID profile and enabled UCC Skype4B ALG at the
Mobility Master level. During testing, some voice and video conference calls were made, and it was concluded that the
call quality has dramatically improved. However, end to end information isn\\'t displayed in the call\\'s details. Also,
Skype4B app-sharing\\'s performance is poor at times. 

What must the administrator do next in order to enable end to end call visibility and QoS correction to app-sharing
service? 

A. Deploy the SDN API Software in the Skype4B Solution and point to the MM. 

B. Increase the app-sharing DSCP value in the Skype4B ALG profile. 

C. Enable UCC monitoring on the "default-controller" mgmt.-server profile. 

D. Enable the App-sharing ALG profile at both MM and MD hierarchy levels. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit 
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A network administrator deploys a standalone Mobility Controller (MC) and configures some VAPs within the CAMPUS
AP group. The network administrator realizes that none of the VAPs are being broadcasted. 

Based on the output shown in the exhibit, what should the network administrator do to solve this problem? 

A. Install MC-VA licenses, then install PEF licenses and enabled the PEF feature. 

B. Install MC-VA licenses, then reprovision the APs. 

C. Install MM licenses, then install PEF licenses and enable the PEF feature. 

D. Install MM licenses and install MC-VA licenses, then install RFP licenses. 

Correct Answer: D 
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